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LITERARY CRITICISM

Will they qualify as your modern day hero?

ABSTRACT
The study looked into various
types of issues that fundamentally
hinged on class, gender, and power
relations, among many others. In
examining
these
issues,
an
ideological, symbolical, and cultural
reading of the text was employed in
the contexts of Louis Althusser,
Matthew Arnold, and
Jacques
Lacan, respectively. The Derridean
method of deconstruction was also
used to examine some major
portions of the story.

The paper analyzed the short story,
Morning in Nagrebcan by Manuel E.
Arguilla,

a Filipino considered as one of the unsung
heroes during the Japanese occupation of the
Philippines for being a guerilla (a member of an
unofficial military group constituted to overthrow
the Japanese tyrants) himself and for using the
overriding power of the pen. Unknown to the
enemies, he hid in the comfort of his riveting
stories in English to disclose the maneuverings
done to the poor Filipinos during the 1940s.

Synopsis
•

This story tells about a remarkable day in the life of two
brothers, ten-year old, Baldo and Ambo one beautiful
sunny day at a farm land in Nagrebcan. Meanwhile, the
younger one, Ambo, about seven years old woke up and
he also wanted to play with the puppy that his older
brother Baldo was playing with.
•
This resulted in a fracas between the two brothers until
the fight became physical. Tang Ciaco, their father, heard
the two boys and he immediately came to resolve their
dispute. He badly beat his sons Baldo and Ambo with
firewood. And killed the puppy. The brothers buried it
elsewhere at the cornfields.

Historical Background
• Morning in Nagrebcan was written sometime during
the Second Philippine Republic, more formally known
as the Republic of the Philippines. It is also otherwise
known as the ―Japanese-Sponsored Philippine
Republic‖ after the Philippines had been established
as a ―puppet state‖ during the Japanese occupation
on October 14, 1943. The Japanese entered Manila,
then declared as an ―open city‖ on January 2, 1942.
Afterward, they established it as the capital. Japan
fully captured the Philippines on May 6, 1942, after
the Battle of Corregidor.

Analysis

CULTURE AND ANARCHY
• Culture is to Desire to Follow What Right Reasons
Command.
- Matthew Arnold
Culture is not just freely doing what one desires
nor purely wanting to perfect oneself but all this must
bow to right reason and good cause. Otherwise, we
run the risk of creating disorder within our ownselves.
This story by Arguilla who was part of the intelligence
unit of the guerilla movement served as a shocking
revelation of the horrors experienced by the peasant
Filipino.

IDEOLOGY
• Arguilla as an Intellectual In Althusser‘s book,
quoting Marx (1969), the term ―‘intellectuals‘
denotes a very specific type of militant
intellectual.
•
The intellectual that is perceived in this
definition is one with clear confidence in the
working class ―and direct participation in its
struggles,.‖ Looking at the text more closely, one
can see the how carefully the characters were
depicted that every detail of the working class‘
way of living is made evident

SYMBOL
•

After having gone through the ―Schema‖ image of Lacan above, it
donned on the writer that the puppy may be a semblance of the author,
Arguilla, himself.
• Renowned Filipino writer, F. Sionil: ―you couldn‘t miss him, because he had
this black patch on his cheek, a birthmark or an overgrown mole.‖ (Sionil,
2005).
• Further, as depicted in the text, after the fight of brothers Baldo and Ambo
over the black-spotted puppy: It turned around and snapped at the hand
holding its tail. Its sharp little teeth sank into the fleshy edge of Ambo‘s
palm.‖
• Here, the charming puppy had apparently gone mad. This image of the
formerly cuddly puppy could be a mirror of the attitude of Arguilla himself
against the colonizers through his membership in the guerilla movement.

REFLECTION
•

As an educator, it is one’s responsibility
not only to introduce remarkable literary
pieces, the best concepts, theories, to
the class. But to stimulate students‘
creative and analytical thinking skills as
well. For in so doing, we can lead them
into discovering their deepest passions
and desires— their own realities and
truths.

CONCLUSION
•

As Matthew Arnold wrote in Culture
and Anarchy (1869), it is not enough that
we wanted to perfect something, that one
has great passion . . .‖ Because such want
must be coupled with the longing “to help
or to serve others ―until … humanity [is]
touched with [one‘s] sweetness and
light.”‖

EMPLOYING ONE’S SKILL TO
AID HIS/HER FELLOW MEN

•

As Matthew Arnold wrote in Culture
and Anarchy (1869), it is not enough that
we wanted to perfect something, that one
has great passion . . .‖ Because such want
must be coupled with the longing “to help
or to serve others ―until … humanity [is]
touched with [one‘s] sweetness and
light.”‖

APPLICATION
•

As Matthew Arnold

Using Art to Inspire

Carlo Vergara, the brilliant artist who gave us the gift of “Zsazsa Zaturnnah,”
created an absolutely beautiful artwork inspired by the health workers fighting
COVID-19. In it he makes them look like superheroes in a battle—and that’s exactly
what they are.

REFERENCE: 50 ways people are making a difference during the pandemic
By: Pam Pastor Philippine Daily Inquirer / 04:05 AM March 29, 2020; Read more: https://lifestyle.inquirer.net/360049/50-ways-people-are-making-a-difference-during-thepandemic/#ixzz6NFnPSasA

APPLICATION
Using their Brewery and Distillery to Make Alcohol
San Miguel Corporation (SMC) is one of the Philippines’ largest and most
diversified conglomerates, in food and beverages, packaging, fuel and oil, power,
and infrastructure.
San Miguel has been producing alcohol round-the-clock and has donated at
least 30,000 liters of 70-percent ethyl alcohol.

Read more: https://lifestyle.inquirer.net/360049/50-ways-people-are-making-a-difference-during-the-pandemic/#ixzz6NFv09Mja
Follow us: @inquirerdotnet on Twitter | inquirerdotnet on Facebook

APPLICATION
Using Musical Talent to Raise Money
To raise funds, Ryan Cayabyab, a known composer and
conductor in the Philippines, launched a free concert series
featuring different artists Ben&Ben held an online showcase,
on March 27 to launch puhon.ph where people can
contribute to the ongoing efforts to fight COVID 19.

Read more: https://lifestyle.inquirer.net/360049/50-ways-people-are-making-a-difference-during-the-pandemic/#ixzz6NFxjILZU
Follow us: @inquirerdotnet on Twitter | inquirerdotnet on Facebook

APPLICATION
An app that checks your symptoms
Students of AIM’s Master of Science in Innovation and Business program similarly
created an app called ENDCoV, where users can assess if they should be tested for
the new pathogen or not at the comfort of their homes.

REFERENCE: New online technologies developed by Filipino researchers and students help monitor COVID-19 cases in the Philippines By Catalina Ricci S. Madarang March 30, 2020 - 1:49 PM
https://www.interaksyon.com/trends-spotlights/2020/03/30/165327/new-online-technologies-developed-by-filipino-researchers-and-students-help-monitor-covid-19-cases-in-the-philippines/
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